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56
 
people  
attended 5 drop in 
sessions to meet  
the team 

2,000+
visits to the  
project website

500+
people 
attended 2 phases of 
public consultation people took part in 

our online surveys

1,500+
briefings with  
local amenity societies

10+ 13,000+ 
homes
have received 2 
project newsletters

4 
workshops with  
local schools

2
workshops with  

Coleshill residents

ROOM 1| SECTION 1| PROCESS TO DATE | 773.6MM X 305.5MM AT 10% OF FINAL



Q
What steps are 
being taken to 
prevent anti-social 
behaviour?

We are aware of current issues and have met with the 
police and a specialist security consultant to discuss design 
interventions that have successfully tackled anti-social 
behaviour in other London developments. We are proposing 
security measures including active ground-floor uses, CCTV, 
improved lighting and restricted hours of access. Following 
resident feedback, we have now incorporated gates to our 
proposals at both ends of Elizabeth Place Gardens (the space 
behind the Coleshill Flats which would be transformed into an 
urban garden), to help control out of hours access.

By starting the consultation process early and 
presenting the designs at different phases of the project, 
we have been able to incorporate your feedback at every 
stage. On the next display you will see where we have 
revised the designs to reflect your comments.

How is my feedback 
incorporated? 

We aim to submit the plans to Westminster City Council 
in the first half of next year. We will run events where  
the local community will be able to view the final 
proposals. If we receive planning consent, the  
earliest main construction works would start is 2022.  
We anticipate the project would take approximately  
four years to complete. 

What are your 
expected timings?Q

Q

Q
We would work closely with Westminster City Council and local residents 
to mitigate any impact to the surrounding neighbourhood and keep 
the construction programme to a minimum. We would ensure that all 
obligations on the Considerate Constructor Scheme are adhered to, and 
would set ambitious targets about reusing and recycling materials. You 
can read more about our approach to managing the construction process 
later in the display.

What is being done to 
minimise the impacts  
of construction?  

A summary of all themes  
and our responses will be  
set out in a Statement of 
Community Involvement.  
This is a public document that 
will be submitted as part of 
the planning application and 
available to view on our website. 



Ground Floor Plan
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Basement plan
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6. Avery Farm Row 
This view shows the new eleven-storey 
residential building, next to which are the nine 
and six-storey buildings with projecting bay 
windows. Improvements to Avery Farm Row, 
including vehicle restrictions, will make it more 
cyclist and pedestrian friendly. The relocated 
fountain will mark a prominent gateway to this 
part of Belgravia.

8. Elizabeth Place
At the heart of the proposals is Elizabeth Place, which 
would provide a new focal point for the whole community. 
Accessed by a series of pedestrian-friendly routes,  
the space will be lined with shops, a food store, 
restaurants and cafés. It will also provide a space for  
a programme of pop up events as well as an entrance  
to the boutique cinema. 

9. Elizabeth Place 
Gardens 
The existing Coleshill car park would be 
transformed into a lush public garden that 
connects Orange Square to the heart of the 
scheme. The garden would be a green oasis 
with planting, trees and a new water feature. 
Open to the public during the day and secured 
at night, there would also be a private area for 
people living in the Coleshill flats, and other 
residents of the Cundy Street Quarter.  
A new flexible community space will open  
onto the garden. 

7. Clifford’s Row
We are proposing to reinstate a historical route  
to provide a new entrance from Pimlico Road.  
The view towards Elizabeth Place shows shops  
on either side with the entrance to the cinema  
beyond. The building is designed to complement the 
Grade II listed Coleshill buildings along Pimlico Road. 

We want to know what 
you would like to see the 
community space used 
for. Please take part in the 
activity later in the display 
to tell us more!

Please tell us what  
types of shops you would 
like to see by completing 
the survey or taking part 
in the activity. 

Plan to show location of views Plan to show location of view

Plan to show location of view

Plan to show location of view



Management and Servicing DesignLandscaping and public space

Delivery vehicles

Most deliveries will be accommodated inside the 
buildings, via two dedicated servicing bay areas 
off Cundy Street and Pimlico Road. Delivery or 
servicing vehicles may also use space in Elizabeth 
Place if the dedicated servicing bays are in use;  
however, this would be kept to a minimum and 
restricted to specific times. A delivery bay is 
proposed on Ebury Street and would help  
reduce the number of vehicles who park on  
Ebury Street today.

Consolidation centres

We are committed to reducing servicing trips into 
London and have managed to reduce deliveries at  
our Head Office in Mayfair to one daily trip through 
consolidation; this delivery is now being made by 
an electric vehicle. We will work with the owners of 
the retail units to explore similar opportunities for 
consolidated deliveries.

Anti-social behaviour

We would take a proactive approach to tackling 
existing anti-social behaviour. We are proposing 
design interventions and security measures 
including improved lighting, active ground floor 
uses, CCTV, restricted hours of access and gates 
at either end of Elizabeth Place Gardens. 

Recycling and waste

Across our business, we want to reduce waste 
going to landfill and will work with our tenants 
and partners such as First Mile to achieve this. 
Recycling and general waste storage will be 
provided in-line with local planning guidance. 

Construction

Enhance the 
biodiversity

Improve the 
ecological 
connectivity of 
the local area 

Deliver significant 
improvements to 
public spaces

Enhance existing 
spaces including 
Ebury Square and 
Orange Square

Create new 
publicly accessible 
gardens

A high-quality new 
neighbourhood with 
a focus on the quality 
of public spaces

New routes to 
improve connections 
with the local 
neighbourhood

A series of  
well-designed 
buildings, based on 
the London tradition 
of ‘mansion blocks’

Exemplary 
sustainable 
architecture which 
responds to the 
history and character 
of the surrounding 
area and the scale of 
surrounding buildings

New distinct 
residential addresses 
on Ebury Street, 
Ebury Square and 
Pimlico Road

Proposed new buildings 

This plan shows the number of storeys and 
heights of the proposed new buildings and 
those in the surrounding area.

The design of the new buildings is guided by a 
series of design principles that were identified  
early in the project. This includes the stepping 
down of buildings towards the edges of the 
site, in response to the scale and character 
of the immediate context and minimising the 
visual impact of the new buildings.     

Elizabeth Place

Three new streets will come together at the heart of 
the development to create an intimate public square 
with outdoor seating for cafes and restaurants and 
space for special events and markets. This will lead 
directly to the newly created Elizabeth Place Gardens 
nestling between Grade II listed Coleshill flats. The 
wide beds of shrub and perennial planting with new 
trees will also be accessible from Orange Square.

Improvements to existing spaces

Current public spaces will benefit from major 
investment including more biodiverse and  
visually-striking planting, over 100 new cycle spaces 
and improved lighting and street furniture. We will  
also make a financial contribution to the council to  
improve spaces such as Orange Square. 

Ebury Square

Ebury Square was one of the first private squares in 
London to be opened to the public, however, you  
have told us that it has become neglected and  
attracts anti-social behaviour. We want to make it  
more appealing to the wider community and propose 
to provide new entrances, improved lighting and 
seating as well as a new children’s playspace.

Increased biodiversity

The proposals would deliver a wide variety of plant 
species, which have been selected for their nectar and 
fruit-bearing qualities and will provide a diverse habitat 
for birds and other animals or insects. Combined with 
additional trees and green roofs, the Cundy Street 
Quarter will provide an important connection  
between the river and Royal Parks.

2019 2020 2022 c. 2026
Public consultation  
on the proposals

Demolition  
and construction  
works start

The Cundy  
Street Quarter  
is complete

Planning application  
is submitted to 
Westminster City 
Council

Spring

Our anticipated construction programme is:

• Adopting a ‘Considerate Constructor’  
approach and practices

• Giving regular updates on planned  
construction activities 

• Establishing a Residents’ Liaison Group  
prior to construction 

• Keeping the development area and surrounding 
roads clean and tidy

• Ensure site access gates and construction vehicle 
access routes are easily identifiable  
with clear signage

• Utilising equipment that monitors noise, vibration 
and dust to set maximum limits and share results 
with resident groups

• Using modern construction techniques and 
method (including pre-assembled building 
solutions) to ensure an efficient programme 

We will provide a Construction Management Plan (CMP) which would be consulted on locally. This document 
would set out our approach to minimising the impact of construction and would include: 
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We want to know what 
you’d like to see in Ebury 
Square. Please take part 
in the activity later in the 
display to tell us more!

Additional information
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We would like to know:
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